What is IQST?
IQST is an interdisciplinary, inter-campus research center in Baden-Württemberg, Germany.
The center unifies the strengths of three campuses:
Ulm University,
University of Stuttgart
and the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research, Stuttgart.

Contact:

Mission of the Center for IQ :
ST

Prof. Dr. Joachim Ankerhold
Ulm University
Institute of Complex Quantum Systems
joachim.ankerhold@uni-ulm.de

■ Stimulate synergies between the fields of natural and engineering sciences
■ Develop ideas and prototypes used for future quantum technologies
■	Educate pioneering researchers in quantum science in an interdisciplinary,
collaborative environment
■	Foster future industrial applications, which will have a positive impact on society,
e.g. in the field of medicine or in telecommunications networks

Prof. Dr. Tilman Pfau
University of Stuttgart
5th Institute of Physics
t.pfau@physik.uni-stuttgart.de

The center for IQST is a unique institution in Germany which provides an interdisciplinary
interface necessary for solving the problems of the 21st century.

The research of the IQST is financially supported
by the Ministry of Science, Research and Arts Baden-Wuerttemberg (MWK),
Carl Zeiss Foundation, University of Stuttgart and Ulm University.
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Center for Integrated Quantum Science and Technology (IQST)
@Stuttgart & Ulm, Germany
Where discoverers meet implementers

IQST‘s Multifaceted Competences

IQST Graduate School | Young Researcher Network

Academic and Industrial Collaborations

Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research, Stuttgart: Quantum Materials

IQST promotes scientific independence in the early career network
by the following funding programs:

The Alliance of Innovation Program aims to strengthen collaboration not only with international partner Universities but also
industry partners via common research projects.

■ Studying the interactions of electrons in complex quantum systems
■ Synthesizing new nanostructured materials with specialized quantum properties
■	Using these ground-breaking quantum materials for realizing precise sensors and
the next-generation electronics
Ulm University: Biomedical Sensing
■ Developing new concepts for quantum sensing and quantum metrology
■	The research is stimulated and supported by the new Center for Quantum Bioscience
(ZQB) being built on the campus, where leading experts in natural sciences, biology
and medicine will work together.
■	The aim is to translate advances in fundamental quantum science into biomedical and
clinical applications, especially to enhance medical imaging and diagnostics.
University of Stuttgart: Prototype Devices
■	Ideas for new sensors and new materials developed at ZQB and the MPI will be implemented into new quantum devices at the Center for Applied Quantum Technologies (ZAQuant).
■	ZAQuant will be a one of a kind building, in which physicists and engineers will work together,
embodying the new discipline ‘Quantum Science and Technology’.
■	Prototype research carried out at ZAQuant can push industrial applications of quantum
technologies forward.
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■	Cross-site Graduate School to educate quantum engineers –
the implementers of future quantum technologies
■ Young researcher network to boost innovation
■	Alliance program to enhance international academic exchange
and industrial collaborations
■	Special support for largescale proposals on the national,
European and world-wide level

The curriculum for the new discipline Quantum Science and
Technology encompasses and interconnects physics, mathematics, engineering, chemistry and biology. IQST graduate
students are trained to approach problems from an interdisciplinary point of view – a necessary ingredient for solving the
problems of the 21st century.
The Center for IQST promotes public awareness and understanding of science via outreach activities, such as annual
Quantum Science Slam events or Quantum Future Academy.

■	Alliance for Quantum Innovation program: Graduate students
can do research with a partner university or company for a
duration of up to 8 months.
■	International university collaborations: Hebrew University,
Tokyo University and the University of British Columbia.
■	Official industry collaboration partners are the world-renowned
companies Zeiss, Bosch, Bruker which are leaders in their
respective fields and located in Baden-Württemberg, Germany.

The partner institutions of IQST have established the Quantum
Incubator to enhance technology transfer, and to support
researchers in bringing their ideas to products. The start-ups
NVision Imaging Technologies (Ulm & Hebrew University) and
Swabian Instruments (Stuttgart) are already involved.
The Quantum Incubator supports an effective transfer of
academic research to successful entrepreneurial enterprises.

